
SUBJECTS HOMEWORK

Write an original short story in which an elephant, a girl in her teens and a magician play 

important roles. ( Hint: The characters mentioned should be there in the story and  

some other characters , as and when required.)

CT1: Letters (Formal and Informal) , Joining of Sentences and Rewriting of Sentences.

Project: With close reference to R.K. Narayan's 'A Horse and Two Goats' explain how the 

author has treated humour in the story. 

CT1: Daffodils and Merchant of Venice (Act I Scene I-- till the exit of Gratiano and 

Lorenzo)

Do the project work on the topic which is given in the class.

Do the project work on the topic which is given in the class.
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1. Project Work Vedic Age

2. Solve the question answers in thec home work copy as discussed in class 

All questions objective and structured type from the following chapters 

Civics  chapter 1. our Constitution.

                              2. Basic Features Of The Constitution.

 History chapter 1. The Indus vallwey Civilization

                                    2. The Vedic Age.

Project: Air Pollution OR Water Polluton

Assignment: Direction

WorldMap: Surrounding Waterbodies, Rivers, Mountains.

To solve the answers of the given questions. 

To prepare for CT 1 Ch - Earth As A Planet & Geographic Grid

Solve all the long questions of Ch-2.

Solve the question bank of Ch-3 and Ch-5 (given in class).

Solve the question bank and short questions of Ch-4 and Ch-5(given in class).

Complete the Projct topics discussed in class.

   1. Project :  Home Loan or Car Loan

2. Solve numericals from following chapters in homework copy as discussed

                 MATHEMATICS Chapters :

Compound Interest

Expansion

Banking

HISTORY AND CIVICS

GEOGRAPHY

COMMERCIAL STUDIES



   1. Practice question based on class, object concept.

2. Distinguish between java compilation and ordinary compilation. 

       COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 3. Project questions to perform in Computer project file. 

A set of questions are shared as a pdf in the class group.

   Complete the long questions and long questions of Ch-1 , Ch-2 and Ch-3 (given in class).

Complete the Project wok discussed in class.

      ECONOMICS APPLICATIONS


